
18 trays stainless steel trolley for commercial use

Main features of  18 trays stainless steel trolley for comercial use

1. Solid: apply steel nail firm technology and welding method to make the grill extremely solid and
firm;

2. Load-bearing: six stainless steels are used to further increase the load-bearing capacity;

3. High quality stainless steel, thick and firm, not easy to be tainted with dirt;

4. Exquisite nail and nuts, not easy to loosen;

5. Rust-proof tray bars, safe to use and durable;

6. Universal pulley with brake;

7. Quiet wheels, easy to move;

8. Can match with bakery oven, goes into the oven chamber, with heat-resistant wheels

9. Customized size and layer quantity are welcomed.
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Customized stainless steel baking trolley

Three reasons to choose commercial ovan rack from Tsingbuy China bakery trolley
manufacturer: Excellent Firmness, Heavy bearing capacity, High quality

We apply the high-quality stainless steel material and advanced nail+welding tecnology. Our
commercial oven rack are firm and solid, not wobble. It is suitable for induction transfer and
placement of baking tray, dinner tray, steamed rice tray, airing net, Western food multi-tray, cake
mould, etc. There are two option in tray support bars: stainless steel tube and L-shaped stainless
steel sheet. The size and layers of stainless steel baking trolley are both available to be customized.

Here we show some other patterns for you.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/bakery-trolley.htm
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/bakery-trolley.htm
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Commercial-Aluminum-Alloy-18-Layers-Baking-Trolley-For-Bakeware-Sheet-Trays-TSRA.html
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About us

Tsingbuy Industry Limited is the leading China bakeware manufacturer and we have been
always striving to producing the best baking products, raging from sheet pans, loaf pans/toast tins,
baguette trays, OEM industry cup trays, stainless steel baking trolley, cooling rack and many
other series of bakeware tools to baking related tools like banneton baskets, PP baskets, bakery
couche, baking mat and so on. We have many successful and pleased customization cases by
cooperation with International customers. Commercial oven rack is one of the larget selling series.
Our China pan rack factory is rich in experience of customized commercial oven rack. We have many
standard patterns for your selection, or you can get your customized pattern.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/High-Quality-Stainless-Steel-Food-Cart-Baking-Trolley-For-Bread-Straight-Tube-TSRS.html





